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DOCUMENTARY



SYNOPSIS
We will discover the many different mosques located around the world, while 
delving into the cultural elements of both the mosques and their hosting countries, 
the history regarding them, while shedding light on the characteristics of Islam.

TITLE       : Mosques From Around The World
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2019

the most important value of Islamic culture. The first building 
on earth is a Mosque and Prophet Mohammad (SaaS) his 
first command after emigrating is to build a mosque.

Mosques are not just places of worship. Mosques are 
schools and houses.

We tell the place of the mosque, who it was built by, why it 
was built, the architectural features, the symbols in it and the 
stories that inspire people, through the images of the 
mosques.

SYNOPSIS
Every mosque has a history and the history of islam written on 
mosques.

We are going on a journey towards the history of mosques 
where Islamic history is written. The journey of mosques, 
which are works of art with their unique architecture, which 
remain in the minds with their stories, symbol of Islam and 
meeting point of Muslims.

Mosques are symbols of the islam. It is not just buildings made 
of stone and brick. They are witnesses to history. it is one of 

TITLE      : Houses Of Islam
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 22 Min – 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Islamic - Ramadhan - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HDHD



SYNOPSIS
The world has been shaped by major incidents that redefined its 
very essence, how we perceive and approach things. Difficult 
times filled with strife molded the people who endured them.

Especially with the spread of diseases being a recurring element, 
showing neither preference nor favor to anyone. The faith of many 
has been tested by these incidents, as they stood in the way of 
many traditions and acts of worship, one of them being Hajj. 
Hajj is one of the pillars of Islam, as the pilgrimage is a rite of 
passage for those who are devoted to the immaculate religion. 
It too has faced hardships due to the breakout of pandemics 
that have taken place throughout history.

Join us as we delve deep into the documented analogs of the 
past. As we observe records, detailed pictures and imagery, 
and scientific evidence that will facilitate our understanding of 
how the past correlates to our modern situation.

From the establishment of the El Rashada Caliphate, to the first 
quarantine sectors being set up, covering the plague, cholera, 
typhoid, SARS and the Coronavirus, this is the history of Hajj, 
in the times of pandemics."

TITLE       : Hajj In Times Of Pandemics
LANGUAGE    : English and Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 41 Min x 1 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2020

HD HD TITLE      : Massajid Al Rahman
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 5 Min x 13 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary - Culture
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS
This program introduces magnificent and great mosques around the world. Especially the 
Mosques in Islamic countries, which have a special historical importance and hosted many 
civilizations, are described.



SYNOPSIS
In the Journey to Hajj we will discover what many scholars who have partook pilgrimages 
had discovered. We will delve into what they had found in the routes they took, and the 
endeavors, difficulties, and perils they faced. These trips were documented with accuracy and 
credibility, and these trips became a complete record of the Islamic nation since the sixth 
century. The beginning of the comprehensive underline of pilgrimage.

TITLE       : The Journey of Hajj
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE      : The Days of Hajj
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS
The Pilgrimage to Mecca is the fifth pillar for all Muslims worldwide. Worshipers come from all 
cultures, ethnicities, colors and races to perform these rituals of Hajj. Mecca is the holiest and 
most sacred location in Islam. The relation of Kaaba go back Prophet Abraham, and his son 
Ismail. It is an incredible, sublime experience which fills one with awe and admiration. The 
documentary is a comprehensive descriptive visual journey to Mecca and Medina, the City of 
the Prophet Muhammad (Peace and blessings be upon him).

HDHD



SYNOPSIS
Prophet Mohammad (SaaS) said, ”I was sent to complete the 
good morality." So what is good morality

For this reason, we only need to look at the verses of the 
Qur'an and the life of our Prophet (SaaS). Prophet Mohammad 
(SaaS) says in many Hadith that Islam is founded on the basis 
of good morals and applies it to his own life.

When there is no good morality, which is the essence of Islam, 
worship is in danger, while the balance of social life is also 
disturbed.

In this program we explain, what it means to have good morals, 
what we must do to have good morals and what we must avoid. 
We explain it in the light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah.

TITLE       : Islam Is Good Morality
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min – 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE           : Islamic - Ramadhan - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HD HD TITLE      : Labayk Allahuma Labayk
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 60 Min X 1 Eps
GENRE     : Documentary
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS
“This film tells the journey of millions of Muslims over the course of time to the Holy land, in their 
attempt to expand the sensations of mercy, and to perform the Hajj.

We will accompany those performing the pilgrimage on their journey, and be alongside them in 
all the rituals they perform during Hajj. We will also look into the historical recollections of the 
Kaaba and the Black Stone over the years, and how they reached the form they are present in 
currently, along with the story of the well of Zamzam, Safa and Marwa, Mount Arafat, the ritual 
of throwing stones, Mina and Muzadalifah, and all other rituals of Hajj that Muslims have 
inherited from the days of the prophet Abraham, peace be upon him."



KIDS



TITLE       : Stories of The Prophets
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English, French
RUNNING TIME: Habib Allah (Story of Prophet Mohammad)    
                 20 Min x 90 Eps (3 Seasons)
      Kaleem Allah (Story of Prophet Moses)   
                 20 Min x 60 Eps (2 Seasons)
      Khalil Allah (Story of Prophet Ibrahim)    
                 20 Min x 30 Eps
      Hakeem Allah ( Story of Prophet Soliman)    
                 20 Min x 30 Eps
      Al Saddeek (Story of Prophet Yousef/Joseph)   
                20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE          : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2018

SYNOPSIS
Special stories from the lives of the prophets have been told in truthful faith.

The difficulties faced by the prophets, their great patience and their miracles are 
explained in a fluent and visual harmony.

In this series you will find the exemplary lives of the prophets and their great 
exemplary behavior.

HD



SYNOPSIS
The first season of the series revolves around the biography of the Prophet Mohammed, may 
God bless him and grant him peace since before his birth, when Abraha attempted to destroy 
Al Kaaba to change the destination of pilgrims from Mecca to Yemen .

Then the prophecies came to indicate that he was the expected prophet ..He grew up an 
orphan under the care of his grandfather Abdul Muttalib, and then his care was assigned to 
his uncle Abu Talib . He was called the honest and the trustworthy before he started his call 
thanks to his honesty, trust and sincerity. Any the story continues.

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Mohammad
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 90 Eps (3 Seasons)
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2018

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Moses
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2014

SYNOPSIS
The revolves around the life of the Prophet Moses (Peace be upon him) From birth until drowned 
Pharaoh through the entry of children of Israel into Egypt  and until they left Egypt and drowned 
Pharaoh and the miracles that were done by Moses peace be upon him serial consists of thirty 
episodes.

HDHD



SYNOPSIS
Story revolves around the life of the Prophet Abraham including some other contemporary 
prophets, peace be upon them. He was brought up within a community that used to 
worshiped idols and his father was the most famous best maker of the statues. 

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Ibrahim
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2015

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Soliman
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2019

SYNOPSIS
After the Prophet Joshua opened Jerusalem for Bani Israel and lived in peace with the 
Palestinians. But then they returned to their past, where the injustice and indulged in the sins and 
disobedience. 

They were defeated by Galoot, king of the Palestinians, and the Ark of the Covenant was taken 
from them.

In order to fight the Palestinians, Taloot was appointed to be the king of Bani Israel. And 
prepared for the battle. Daoud peace be upon him despite of his the young age to confront 
King Galoot but he killed him and enabled the victory of the army Taloot despite the little 
number of the army against the large number of Galoot army. Then the story continues.

HDHD



SYNOPSIS
The story of Joseph Al - Siddiq. He is Joseph son of Jacob the honorable 
son of the honorable the story of Joseph Siddiq begins with story of 
Jacob peace be upon him and his suffering with his people.

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Yousef
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 60 Eps (2 Seasons)
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE       : Story Of The Prophet Noah
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 20 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : History - Religious - Animation
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS
The story of Noah, peace be upon him, begins after Adam, peace be upon him, left paradise, 
then Cain killed his brother Abel. Passing through the Prophet of God, Seth, peace be upon him, 
and calling to God.

Then the idols entered the earth until we reached the Prophet of God, Noah, peace be upon 
him, the call to God, the mockery and ridicule of his people from him, then the revelation of 
building the ship to the flood and his situation with his son until his death, peace be upon him.

HDHD



SYNOPSIS
Emiray is an unsociable and introvert child who likes being alone. So worried about 
this, his parents send him to his uncle ion Konya, the city of Rumi. He meets Mr. Kemal 
at the library, who is actually the protector of an mysterious book. The shady men, 
who were after the book got very close to it. However, Emiray and the shady men 
back in time, to 12th Century, where the adventure begins.

TITLE       : Emiray
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 13 Min x 52 Eps
GENRE          : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2019

HD

SYNOPSIS
Nasreddin Hodja lived in Turkey in around the 13th century. He is a smart, bright and 
easygoing public hero, who pushes people around him to think out of the box with his 
tales. Funny Hodja is an adaptation of this character in an animated series, telling 
about human relations, moral issues and the common subjects for every human being 
all around the world through comedy and humour. Humans are human everywhere.

TITLE       : Funny Hodja Nasreddin
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 7 Min x 78 Eps
GENRE               : Animation - Friendship - Adventure
YEAR     : 2020

HD



TITLE      : Companions Of The Verses
LANGUAGE    : Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Adventure - Entertainment - History - Islamic
YEAR     : 2020

TITLE      : Men Around the Prophet
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 60 Eps
GENRE     : Animation
YEAR     : 2018

SYNOPSIS
This series tells the stories of great men who took on the responsibility of glorifying and honoring 
their faith to preserve its integrity among the masses. It delves into the lives of the men who 
accompanied the Prophet throughout his life, showing the roles they played, their relationship 
with the Prophet, and how they aided him in enlightening the world with the message of Islam. 
After the great success of Season 1 “Men around the Prophet” Season 2 returns with more 
personalities, characters and valuable information. In a 3D technique the series highlights on 
several personas from the prophetʼs confidants.

HD

SYNOPSIS
The stories of the Holy Qur'an are the stories that God Almighty told in the Qur'an about the 
conditions of past nations, past prophecies, and accidents.

The Quran included many facts of the past and the history of previous nations, their virtues & 
faults to set moral examples for everyone, told them a picture of what they were saying, in order 
to consider them and reform hearts, works and ethics.

The project consists of 8 different stories taken from Holy Qur'an that actually happened in 
history. Each story is told on average of 4 connected episodes then we move to next story.

HD



 

TITLE       : Stories from the Prophetsʼ Era
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 10 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Animation
YEAR     : 2016

SYNOPSIS
The series tells the stories present in Hadiths told by the Prophet, which encompass 
the framework of virtuous living. It is told from the perspective of a humble shepherd, 
who despite the limitations his life and work set upon him, never neglected his pursuit 
of knowledge. He looks into the Hadiths of the Prophet, and learns from each 
message they pertain with every episode addressing a new idea and characters.

HD



SYNOPSIS
The series portrays the historical events that surrounded the explorer Ibn Battuta, 
whose heroism and humane efforts lead to his recognition as one of the most 
quintessential explorers throughout documented history.

TITLE       : Ibn Battuta
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 15 Min x 60 Eps
GENRE               : Animation
YEAR     : 2018-2019

TITLE      : Oriental Scholars
LANGUAGE    : English
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME : 15 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE     : Animation
YEAR     : 2017

SYNOPSIS
The series consists of 30 episodes on scientists of the Muslim world, and their contributions 
throughout history in many areas and fields. Every episode features a scholar in narrative 
description on their achievements in physics, astronomy, mathematics, medicine and 
engineering, through short bio/stories about scientists like Ibn Sina and Ibn Battuta and 
Al-Razi and Al-Ghazali and Ibn Khaldun and many others.

HDHD



TITLE       : Didi And Friends
LANGUAGE    : Malay & English
SUBTITLE    : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME: S1 - 2 Min x 43 Eps (Song format)
       S1 - 7 Min x 36 Eps (Series format)
       S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Song format)
       S2 - 7 Min x 39 Eps (Series format)
       S3 - 2 Min x 46 Eps (Latest Songs)
GENRE           : Nursery Rhymes - Safe & Fun - Edutainment
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : Omer And Hana
LANGUAGE    : Malay & English
SUBTITLE    : Malay & English
RUNNING TIME : 2 Min x 39 Eps (Season 1 Song format)
       7 Min x 42 Eps (Season 1 Series format)
       5 Min x 24 Eps (Season 2 New Song format)
GENRE     : Islamic, Edutainment
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS
Follow the journey of Omar, Hana, their family and friends as they play, learn, and teach 
Islamic ethics and moral values through songs.

HDHD

SYNOPSIS
2019 Asia's #1 Best Preschool Programme. Didi & Friends is a fun & safe musical 
edutainment cartoon for kids surrounding 3 pygmy chickens who are nationally adored.



 

TITLE       : Letters of Village
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 10 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Friendship - Adventure - Action
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS
Children learn the Arabic alphabet in this TV Series. They are introduced to 
meaningful words made up of sequences of letters with sound and object 
equivalents. In the following parts of the series, they learn the meanings of the words 
by going after the lost big dictionary.



 

LIFE STYLE



SYNOPSIS
Anywhere you are in this world in Asia, Europe, Africa, or the Americas, the Holy month of 
Ramadan will visit you once a year bringing its blessings, sacredness, forgiveness, and beautiful 
traditional cultural activities. Every Muslim around the globe revels in their spirituality during this 
blessed month carried out generation after the other. Together we visit countries around the world 
to witness theirs traditions, rituals and celebrations during Ramadan in the Islamic World.

SYNOPSIS
Prophet Mohammad (SaaS) said, ”I was sent to complete the 
good morality." So what is good morality

For this reason, we only need to look at the verses of the 
Qur'an and the life of our Prophet (SaaS). Prophet Mohammad 
(SaaS) says in many Hadith that Islam is founded on the basis 
of good morals and applies it to his own life.

When there is no good morality, which is the essence of Islam, 
worship is in danger, while the balance of social life is also 
disturbed.

In this program we explain, what it means to have good morals, 
what we must do to have good morals and what we must avoid. 
We explain it in the light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah.

TITLE       : Islam Is Good Morality
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 22 Min – 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE           : Islamic - Ramadhan - Social
YEAR     : 2020

HD TITLE       : Ramadan in the Islamic World
LANGUAGE    : English and Arabic
SUBTITLE    : NA
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Documentary
YEAR     : 2019

HD



SYNOPSIS
Ottoman Palace kitchen; thanks to the fertile lands of 
Anatolia, its historical richness and the influences of many 
living folk cultures, it had become the world's largest fusion 
cuisine.

Ottoman Palace Cuisine is one of the richest and 
deep-rooted culinary cultures in the world includes such an 
extreme example cooking meat and honey together. Today, 
it is possible to see the traces of Ottoman cuisine in many 
parts of the world from America to China and from Russia 
to Africa.

Haldun Z. Tüzel, who is one of the famous gourmets who 
specialize in Ottoman cuisine, cooks the finest examples of 
Palace cuisine and Sultan's dishes in this program.

In each episode, the master chef Haldun Z. Tuzel cooks the 
Sultan's dishes made with the most extreme combinations in 
the most appropriate way and gives the most accurate 
recipes. In this program, while watching the best examples 
of Ottoman kitchen culture, you will also learn how they are 
made.

TITLE       : Ottoman Palace Cuisine
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 130 Eps
GENRE           : Lifestyle - Cooking
YEAR     : 2019

TITLE      : Delicious Destinations
LANGUAGE    : Turkish
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME : 45 Min x 128 Eps
GENRE     : Lifestyle - Travel - Cooking
YEAR     : 2015-2019

SYNOPSIS
We go after the hidden flavors of the world. In each episode we introduce the food culture of a 
different country. Food, how they are made, and the special stories of traditional tastes. 

From South Korea to Russia, from Africa to the Middle East, from Egypt to Europe, we get unique 
and special recipes from every region of the world and we taste them for you.

Presenter Yasin Esirgenç travels the delicious destinations. 

HD



HD

 

TITLE       : Mediterrian Cuisine
LANGUAGE    : English - Arabic
SUBTITLE    : English
RUNNING TIME: 25 Min x 30 Eps
GENRE               : Cooking
YEAR     : 2020

SYNOPSIS
Join us as we delve into the world of Mediterranean cuisine, exploring the most famous 
traditional and contemporary recipes present. Each episode will introduce a recipe that 
revolves around savory dishes, as well as desserts found in different countries from the 
Mediterranean region. Mediterranean Cuisine presents Chef Suleiman Khond, who has 
a well established record in hosting cooking programs
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